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GROWING NEWSPAPER

(

ON A GROWING CAMPUS"
\

Vol. XXXII,·

Seeking Funds
:for ,Expansion
by Delores Rossi

Last week, the Board of Trustees of State Colleges announced 'a
request for $4,675,000 to finance
the capital improvement program
being planned for the Rhode Island
. College of Education.
Among the improvements and
additions which are being sought
for the new campus are a science
laboratory, men's gymnasium, Ii, brary, president's house, classroom
building, and various land acquisitions and land developments.
Of the proposed cost, $1,200,000
is being requested to build a new
library. The new library will be
larger than the present one in order to accomodate the increasing
student body. Because of this increase in students, cafeteria facilities must also be expanded into
what is now the main lounge. The
present library may then be used
as a mixed lounge.
· Building a home on campus for
the college president is another
proposed expenditure. One of the.
members of the Board has pointed
out that this is a necessary addition to the campus. The role of
president of R.I.C.E. is of ,everincreasing importance, since the
college is becoming an "around the
clock" operation.
Tp.e construction of a new men's
gymnasiu'm, expected to cost about
$1,000,000, is also in demand because of the increase in the male
population. at R.I.C.E. The current gymnasium facilities at the
college make it necessary to divide
the gymnasium in two - one side
for the women and the other side
for the men. Another gymnasium
will enable us to expand our athletic curriculum.

According to the Evening Bulletin, Dr. Gaige has po\nted out to
the Board that the proposed college structures, excluding the gymnasium, form a' "package." Unless
the "package" is approved, the college will have to begin cutting the
1size of its freshman classes.
The trustees have realized that
the college has only six new buildings and no others which could be
improved or used temporarily.
These buildi,ngs were built for
1,000 students. By 1970, the college enrollment will be about 3,000.
students. They feel it would be
wise, therefore, to anticipate this
increase and build to meet it now
rather than expanding over a period of years.
The trustees have asked that
Continued rm page 6

DANCE CLUB
INVITES 11
Tryouts for the Modern Dance
Club were held October 14. The
girls invited to join the Modern
Dance Club as a result of these
tryouts are Barbara -Boudreau,
Fran Bullock, Sandy Cunha, Andrea Egan, Mary Grady, Janet
O'Brien, Mary McCahey, Diane
Paine, Linda Pozzo, Judy Sfoyko,
and Betty Ann ,Tubman.
Members of the Mo'dern Dance
Club attended a master lesson at
the University of Connecticut conducted by David Wood, a member of Martha Grahamls Company,
on Monday, Octobj;!r 26.
Eleanor Walsh, President of the
Modern Dance Club, says that
tentative plans include a master
lesson by Miss Fanny Melier in
December and the Modern Dance
Club's annual Spring Concert.

I

HOP THEME "MISTY"

The Sophomore Hop, the most
important social event of this class,
will be presented on November 7, 1
from 8 :3 0 to 12 : 00 in the college
, cafeteria.
·
The dress is semi-formal and the
decorations will be blue and silver,
to coincide with the theme which
is "Misty."
Tony Abbott and his orchestra
will supply the music.
The General Chairman for the
Sophomore Hop is Connie Lavallee. Other students participating
on committees are: Refreshments,
.Ellice Chorney; Queen's Court,
Ardys Guenther;
Decorations,
Marcia Pettine; Tickets, Kathy
Crowley; Entertainment,, Betty
Soph Hop queen candidates
are, I.to r.: Joan Ziouchouski,
Bracken;
Invitations,
Carolyn
Maureen
Baldwin,
Patricia
Galvin, Maureen
Lonergan,
Joanne
Mancini; House, Maureen LonerMedeiros, Ardys Guenther, Mary Grady.
gan; Publicity, Jann Johnson.
The highlight of the evening will
1
be the choosing of a queen to reign
over the event for the evening.
by Joanne Moran
of their membership to the fraterNominations for the queen's court
On October 29, at 8:00 P.M. at nity. Each year has been high- are: Maureen Baldwin, Patricia
Oates Tavern, the brothers of Kap- lighted by a prominent guest Galvin, Mary Grady, Ardys Guenpa Delta Phi, distinguished fac- speaker. Recent among them was ther, Joanne Medeiros, Maureen
Lonergan, and Joan Ziochouski.
ulty membe~s, and alumni ·at- Congressman John E. Fogarty.
tended the Third Degree Banquet.
Executive Secretary of Commission
The banquet, the first such occa- Against Discrimination, Charles E.
Day, was guest speaker at this
sion of the year, marked the formal year's .gathering.
admittance of eighteen pledges as
In addition to this final step,
h brothers, who after taking the sol- each pledge must undergo two pre, To ''promote better understandemn oath of allegiance were pre- vious stages _ that of the First
sented with the "Shi,nge", symbol Degree, which consists of certain ing between people of different
countries" fs the main objective of
trials to test the candidates ability the "Experiment in International
as a potential member, and th~t of Living" which sponsors the exthe Second Degree, which gives change . of individuals both in
him the opportuni'ty to display his America and abroad.
independence and initiative and to
More than fifteen thousand
A "Halloween Hop," sponsored adapt himself to the standards of
Americans travel annually to Asia,
by the senior class, was held in the kinship.
lounge on Wednesday eve~ing, OcFollowing this event, Kappa Africa,Japan, and many European
tober 28. Chairmarl. of the affair Delta Phi now has the largest countries. Last year, however, the
Costa Ricans were the first group
was Marna Stanton.
number of members .on campus in
Costumes were judged, and $2 its history - a total of sixty-s~ven to visit America through this organization.
gift certificates were presented- to men.
This year seven representatives
the winners. Dick Costa and -Milfrom Guatemala will stay in Rhode
ford Fredenbourgh were judged
Island for one month. Of the seven,
as having the funniest costumes.
one is an accountant, two ar'e stuDick was dressed as a hobo and '
dents, and four are teachers. They
Continued on page 6 \
will arrive November 16 and reSunday, October 25, 1959, was side in homes which were volunOpen House a,t R.I.C.E. All the teered by interested citizens.
Dean Mierzwa, member of the
Convocation, "Man's ·f=ontracting citizens of the state were invited
to inspect the campus and build- organization who is' in charge of
World in an Expanding Universe,"
this visit, feels that by living in
Mr. Pearson, who has been award- ings. Members bf both the faculty
with a family and taking part in
ed the Nobel Peace Prize, stressed and the student body were present
to guide the visitors and to answer family activities, esp e c i a 11 y
the need to strengthen the' North
Atlantic Treaty Organization. The their questions. At the completion' Thanksgiving, these people will
Canadian statesman held NATO of the, tour; in the ma:in lounge, be afforded a better chance to
as an example of "a more immedi- the college's guests were served know and comprehend our American way of life.
ate realizable goal" of cooperation punch and cookies.
·Faculty members who were presDean Mierzwa has planned a
between nations.
I
The Convocation opened on ent estimated that between 600 · program for the group beginning
and 700 persons visited the cam- with a tour of all the cultural and
Wednesday with th'e Honorable
Arthur S. Flemming, U.S. Secre- pus during the hours of 1 and 5. historical places in Rhode Island.
tary of Health, Education, and
Welfare, as principal speaker. His
TIMETABLE FOR EXPENDITURES
talk followed the procession of digFollowing is the revised table of capital spending proposed
nitar~es attending the Convocation,
yesterday by the Trustees of State Colleges. The dates refer to
,which included Dr. Gaige and Dr.
the years iri which bond aut:horization is to be requested.
Donovan, president and vice-presiRHODE ISLAND COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
dent of this college.
Land acquisition ........................................... . 1960 $ '30!) 000
Secretary Flemming addressed
Science laboratory .......................................... 1960
1 000°000
Women's dormitory furnishings ....
1960
' 75'000
his message to the growing eduLibrary
.
....
..
.................................................
1960
1 200'000
cational community. He comDining hall furnishings .
· 1960
'100'000
mented that our colleges have
President's house ............................................ 1960
50'000
~en's gymnasium .......................................... 1960
1,000'.ooo
made some major contributions to
S~te development ....................................
1960
100 000
the fields of excellence but not
Site development ............................................ 1961
100'000
nearly enough.
Classroom building ........................................ 1964
750'.ooo
The graduating student, he com$4,675,000
Continued on page 6

K.~TT Holds Banquet

In tern a tional
Experiment

Costumes
Take Prizes

Bro~n ·Has 3-Day Convoco.tion
by Claire Horan
"Nations must understand their
interdependence and common humanity, or their miscalculations
could prove fatal in this age of
nuclear bombs. As the world contracts in space and time, much
broader vision is needed than in

Wednesday, November 4, 1959

RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

the past when a nation could practice isolation."
On this warning note from Les-;
ter B. Pearson, leader of Canada's
Liberal Party, th~ three-day Convocation held October 21-23 at
Brown University, was ended.
Referring to the theme of the

A scene of the convocation held in Marvel Gym on the Brown
University Campus. '

R..I.C.E.Holds
Open House

THE

2

In the Mail

Editorial-

ANC.HOR

lacks means of enforcement

Student Council has ruled that there be no smoMng in the cafeteria between 11 A.M.
.iu.
Wh
and 1 P.M. Despite this regulation students continue to smoke during the ban period.
Y
are the violators not punished 1 Is it because Council has no means of enforcing the rule's
it desig·ns 1
move closer
Draw your own conclusions from the following hypothetical case that might well
Dear Editor:
have occurred today! Student Xis smoking· a cigarette in the caf at 12:30. A Student CounI am sure that the assembly cil member approaches him and requests that the cigarette be extinguished. Student X
committee works very hard finding may refus.e to comply' and continue smoking. What can the Council member do but sb.J.•ug·
good speakers for our Assembly his shoulders and walk away!
and Chapel exercises, and I am
The smoking· violation is only one of the many that seem to pass unheeded. If
sure that when these people are this is true, why is it that a body which has the power to create rule's does not have the
on campus, they are treated with authority to enforce them 1
respect and courtesy. Then why
Is it because Council has no authority, or that Council has never tried to exert any1
do we ~ot pay. them th e courtesy
Has< the problem been created because the admi,nistration refuses to give the proper
?f formmg a solid block ~f st_udents authority to Council, or that the administration does not commit itself to backing Council's
m the center of th e au~itonu_m.. , policies, or that the administration does not know that a problem exists1
Why no_tlet the Ju_mors sit ~~l
Is it because the students do not want Council to have authority, or that the sturectly behind the semor~! _It wi
dents want Council to have authority but will not follow its regulations or that they d() not
not be too great a ~a_rd ship ~n Jan- care one way or the othed
'
uary ' when
the trammg
re.
.
. consI'dTherefore, the• Stu den t CouncI'I s h ouId t a k e def'mI·t e and Immediate
steps to
t
th J semors
.
back
t urn o move e umors
.
.
f
f
f
.
't
I t·
I
th
d . .
t·
h Id
N 0 ; that we no longer have as- er the.tcreati_ot~o means . or tehnorc:nt~,I sh~eg·utc10ns ;_ p u~,. te .tahmitnidstrat
bIOndsthou
1 po 1ICies o e s u en o y, ere. d
t
d
t f th t this state I s posI Ion concernmg
e
re
a
ions
Ip
o
ounc1
1
signeld sea s, 1t ~ no :e /fficult
by making the students aware of the Council's jurisdiction and the attitude they have towou prove o e sue a r
d •t
th •t '
task,
war s I s au or1 y.
Ed. note: We urge response to our
editorials, letters and articles.

The speakers on our stage are
deserving of all our respect. We
could do them the courtesy of having them face faces (however empty) instead of a block of very
empty seats.
Carol Giuliano, Junior

Editoria-1-ricoled
I

needs changes made

President
Gaige
Speaks
I am grateful to the editors of
the Anchor for extending to me an
invitation to use a portion of the
columns of each issue of the
Anchor to express some idea, suggestion, or concern to the College
family - both students and faculty.
The expanding functions and
size of the College more and more
isolate the President from his faculty and students. Thi~ isolation
has developed to the _point where
I hope to do something about it.
First of all, it is my hope in the
near future to inaugurate a series
of informal coffee hours to which
any a~d all students wm be invited to talk with me. I hope to
do the same thing for faculty members.

The Ricoled, the college yearbook, is a publication• which serves the entil'e student
body and is supported by the Student Activity fee. There seems to be a problem in the
org·anizing· practice's of Ricoled staff. Apparently there is no existing· way of interrelating
Secondly, I should like to make
past experiences with present practices.
clear to students and faculty that
There ar(;l no written records of past methocls; both the editorial board and the staff
I am always glad to have them
duties with title
members, with few exceptions, have had any practical experience with Ricoled management; and the·editor-in-chief has had Jittle training in working with or organizing a year- make appointments so that they
Dear Editor:
can come in to see me with their
I am wmting this as a member book staff.
of Student Council and not as a
Using, the 1959-60 Ricoled staff to illustrate the result of a long tradition of poor· ideas and reactions. I urge both
member of the Anchor Staff. I state organizing, let us review the steps that .have led to the formation of this staff.
students and faculty to take adthis because I want it understood
1. T.he editor-in-chief was elected by the class in the editor's junior year. .A:s vantage of this invitation and I
that what I am about to say has apprentice, the editor-to-be was offered the opportunity to attend only a few nieeting·s and
ask them to understand that the
no connection with the editorials to engage in very little practical work. T·his "training"
period extended from November
appointments they make may
which have appeared and are ap- to January, from the time of election to the time of responsible teaching.
sometimes have to be several days
pearing in the Anchor.
2. In September of '59, the editor, practically a novice, assumed the role of organin the future, and occasionally they
Constantly, it is heard around izer in an organization, that did not exist. There were no written forms, policies, rule's,
campus and in the ~tudent Council reg·ulations or suggestions to follow.
may have to be postponed.
·
room itself that not one takes Stu\ 3. Because there were few, if any, former Ricoled stafl' members, the editor selected
Fortunately for us all, but pardent Council seriously. I ask you, a novice editorial board consisting, as i'S the usual practice, of seniors wh~m the editor
ticularly for me, while I am workhow can anyone take Student felt could bes't accomplish the tasks.
Council seriously if the_ members
4. The editorial board ancl the editor-in-chief chose a staff of senior a'ssociates, and ing on the long-range plans for
themselves do not take themselves
also
some
underclassmen who had shown an interest by requesting placement on the staff. our College and dealing with the
and their responsibilities seriously!
many officials tand others whose
The I point seems to be that nothing i's learned from year to year; nothing is gained
Some of the members are even infrom past experiences and mistakes. Each year is an "isolate" in the "eternity"
of understanding and assistance is so
terested enough to put in an apRicoled staffs.
. necessary to the progress of the
pearance on Wednesday at 2: 00.
What could be done to alter this situation, could npt the following ·suggestions be College, our able administrative
When person takes on a responsibility of being a Student Coun- consiclered:
staff from Dr. Donovan, our hard
That the junior apprentice be elected in September;
cil Member, he must realize that
working vice-president, to Mrs.
That
the
apprentice
editor
be
g·iven
the
opportunity
to
learn
about
all
aspects
of
the
he must do mm,:ethan claim a title.
Bellanger, our most recent addiIf he is to do his best to aid in mechanics of the production of the yearbook;
That the editorial board consist of members from at least the two upper classes•·
tion, are carrying out their responthe functioning of the Council, he
That the staff take its members from the four classes so ·that experienced ·staff sibilities faithfully and with imashould not be ignorant of the Constitution and of his duties as a members will be available for future editions;
That policies, methods and suggestion'S be organized in written form on which suc- gination. I wish you might know
Council member. These are pasic
of the services of all of these
ceeding
staffs may build 1
facts he must have at the tip of
people.
What could be done right now - now that the year is underway and the Ricoled
his fingers, if not at the tip of his,
staff habeen formed1 Could not the following be considered:
tongue.
·
From what I can gather, your
That the junior class elect an apprentice editor immediately;
When Student Council members
S.tu~ent Council is being led ably
That
more
underclas'smen
be
recruited
to
learn
and
associate
closely
with
the
operabegin to take themselves seriously,
by your Presiden,t, Joe Aguiar and
then and only then, can they claim tions involved in assembling a yearbook;
That policies, methods, and suggestion~ be organized in written form.
is getting off to a good start this
the name of student leaders and
Tradition should not 'stand in the way of beneficial progress. Is it not agreed that a year in dealing with the important,
function as such to the betterment
yearbook
can only be as good as the staff behind it, and a staff can only be as g·ood as it
of their college.
basic problems of student gover:nlearns to be from th~ experiences of the staffs before iU
Natalie Alviti

a

From Council Notes

time f_orashtrays
Dear Editor:
Congratulations to S tu d e n t
Council for closing the lounge.
This should go down on on Student
Council's long, long, list of improvements that it has made to
benefit the students here ' at
R.I.C.E. ( Such as getting a game
room, etc.)
I realize, however, that ,to do
something constructive towards
solving this problem, such as getting more ashtrays· and waste
'paper recepticles, would probably
take too much of the $3,000 that
Council has and is allowed to spend
for the students, and it would also
require a great deal of thought 'to
come up with such a unique solution as this to alleviate the sloppy
c:ondition of the lounge.
Sincerely,
· Bruce T. Genereux

"MISTY"
is the theme

of the

Soph Hop
'MUSIC BY TONY ABBOTT'S
ORCHESTRA

Tickets on sale in the lounge
$3.00 per couple♦

♦

♦

ALL CLASSES INVITED

G~me Room in Process of Equipping
by Pawl Giorgianni
At the· October 21st meeting of
the Studert Council, it was announced by Joe Aguiar and Harriet Diamond that Mr. Overby has
granted permission to establish a
game room in Craig-Lee 'Hall.
-it was decided that $500 of the

CORRECTIONS
In the last issue an error was
made in the Who's Who article.
The scholastic qualification is a
2.75 index.
There was an omiss10n ,in the
Chapel Committee article. Barbara
Chaika, junior, is a member_of the
committee.

$3500 reserve fund will be used to
furnish the game room. At the October 28th meeting, Harriet Diamond, Ann Maginn, Bob Cooper,
Helen Kearns, and Corinne Ricciardi volunteered to review the following suggested furnishings: two
ping pong tables, table shuffleboard, cupboard to hold equipment
for .games, regulation pool table
and ten card tables with built-i~
checkerboards. Each table will
have four chairs. Due to the limited amount of space, 1and money,
this game room will not be able to
contain all of these furnishings.
Also at this meeting, hours for

ment. I hope that you upperclassmen are profiting thoroughly by
your work and enjoying it, and I
hope that you Freshmen are rapidly learning t0' work independently
as college students and that you
are all participating in at least one
valuable college activity.
th e game room were established.
Mo nd ay - Thursday, this room
will be open from 8:30 A.M. to
9 :_oo
P.M. On Fridays, the hours
will be from 8:30 A.M. to 4:00
P.M. The. rules which apply to the
lo~nges, including no gambling
will also apply to this room.

At this meeting, $300 was
granted to the Anchor as part of
t:he sum needed by the newspaper
to publish a 6-page bi-weekly instead of the established 4-pager.
The Anchor will raise the remainder of the sum.

,,,

. THE

LEADERS DISCUSS
ROLE
ADVISOR

or

by Marjorie Medhurst
and Frances Smith

The leaders of five campus organizations and two classes were
asked what they considered to be
the role of an advisor. Those interviewed were George DeLuca,
Newman Club; Muriel Frechette,
International
Relations
Clu'b;
Newton Allen, president of the
sophomore class; Helen Kearns,
senior class vice-president; Pat
Coughlin, Kappa Delta Pi; and
Bob Viens, Kappa Delta Phi.
George peLuca said 'an advisor
should define the limitations of the
club in regard to its activity. "The
advisor should have the welfare of
fhe club at heart," he said. "He
should always be available for
help and assistance."
George commented that the advisor should, at times, act as an
intercessor for the club members
and the college administration.
"Advising" is the role of an
advisor from Muriel Frechette's
point of view. An advisor should
offer opinions when a club faces
some situation but the opinion
should be just that - not a law.
Muriel does not believe in the
power of veto for an advtsor. She
feels the advisors should realize
that if the college students can't
run' the organization themselves,
"there's nothing anyone can do for
them." By forcing his ideas as law
on a group, the advisor is denying
th~ people in the groug the opportunity to "sink or swim by themselves." The members may profit
by mistakes and learn by experience.
Muriel also feels that the role
of an advisor is "the most difficult role to play;" she believes that
this person should not be a gobetween for the club and the ad_ministration. The advisor should,
however, be ready to help - when
his assistance is specifically requested.
As president of the sophomore
class, Newton Allen says he thinks
that ·'the role of an advisor should
be one of supervision and decision

- only when he fe ls that the students he advises have failed in
some matter concerning the entire
college. Simply, "if a mistake by
the students isn't going to bring"a
bad light on R.I.C.E. or on the
State of Rhode Island, I think the
students learn a lot more about
government by making a few smap
mistakes and learning by them."
Helen Kearns and Pat Coughlin
agreed that an advisor should guide
the affairs of a club but that he
should not participate as a member. If he wishes to introduce new ,
business at a meeting he should
talk it over with the presiding officer before the meeting starts and
let the officer and club mem~ers
discuss it during the assembly.
Pat and Hele·n feel that college
students should conside·r themselves adults and that club members should be able to discuss matters wisely, offering new ideas, rejecting bad ones, and assimilating
good ones into their policy.
/
They also feel that although
Continued on page 5

RahhitCaredFor
By Kindergarten
/

Do you recall the rabbit that
Liz August found on this campus
at the beginning of the semester?
Liz gave the rabbit, whom she
nicknamed Eddie, to Doctor Mary
Keefe, Professor of Biology. Dr.
Keefe in turn has sent the rabbit
to Dr. Annie Green for the children in the kindergarten class at
the Hope Valley School to care for.
Dr. Keefe explains that the college does not have the facilities to
care for a rabbit and that there is
no one around campus to care for
him on weekends.
Dr. 'Green has sent word that
the children have renamed the rabbit "Rag;gle-lug," after a bunny in
their reading book. The children
are now r~ising "Raggle-lug" and
are reported to be extremely fond
of him.
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ANCHOR

MEET THE ANCHOR
STAFF MEMBERS ,

Lunchwagon Is
Patronized By
R.LC.E Students

by Judy Moran and Adrian Graves

Ed. Note: This is the first in a series of articles

by Meg Murphy

<mthe

,·

Anchor st aff.

"Deadline - Wednesday!" will face you before open~ng the door
Monday through Friday between
·
.
th "P ub" _ that
is , short for
.
12: 15 and 1:00 P.M., a blue volks- to room B24 of ·Craig-iLee known as e
"publications." Within this room reside at differen! times of the day
wagon bus is parked outside Whipvarious members of the Anchor staff typing new articles to the beat of
ple Gym. The vehicle is owned by
, a tune on the old radio in the corner, or discussing the layout for the
t:he Beacon Caterers and is oper,
ated by "Joe", commonly known next publication.
Hariaina from the lights are cardboard signs with such phrases as
as "the little blue man."
"quiet pl~as~" and "no trespassing." Despite the appea~ance of desks
Rapidly becoming one of the
for Anchor, Helicon, and Ricoled, typewriters and bulletm boards, one
most popular men on campus bewill find the "Pub" to have a rare combination of both a cozy and
cause of his wit and friendly manner, Joe sells a variety of intrigu- office-like atmosphere.
In this room every other Monday stories are assigned to re~orters
ing sandwiches, deserts, and bevewith the propo;;ed deadline as a week from that Wednesday, Ha:'1-ng rerages. The only requisite fot enceived the articles, ·the editors edit the copy and on the followmg day
jjoying his lunches is a large appecopy is ready for layout. On Friday, the Anchor goes to press ~nd 1:1°ntite.
day after class, the editors proof read the newspaper ~t the prmter~ 0 ~Joe stated that he has from forty fice. The Anchor arrives on campus the next day and is ready for distrito fifty customers a day in the bution to the students Wednesday morning. That Monday befor~ _the
forty-five minutes that he is on paper appears, reporters receive their assignments for the next edition.
campus.
Every day of the week the "Pub" is active. Last year, t~e paper
Despite the fact that he has a was in a transitional stage during which the staff was revised and
large selection of sandwiches, most publications became bi-weekly. The Anchor staff is organize~ with
of the students, according to Joe, about fifty members, each with specific duties and all at one time or
prefer the Italian torpedoes, He another appearing in that busy little room - the "Pub."
was quite surprised; perhaps he
felt that the more cultural ham
sandwich would appea1 to collegians.
When asked what he thought of
Riceans, Joe replied, "Wonderful!
They're very nice to me, and ·very
co-operative about not throwing
their luncl_ipapers around the campus."

SOPH'S HOBBY
BRINGS PRIZES
by Gate Rowles

Although most people like beautiful. flowers., not many have a J
garden of over ten thousand gladioli. That is how many gladioli
The Editorial-Policy
Board members are l. to r.: Elaine Cairo,
sophomore Mary Hargreaves and
her family grow each year on their Liz August, Natalie Alviti, Fran Palumbo.
News Editor
one acre of land in Charlestown, Editor-in-Chief
Another active member of our
R. I. The best of these flowers are
·Perpetual activity characterizes
then entered in the Rhode Island Liz August, "60", a virtual Anchor staff isl.ts News Editor Gladiola Society Show.
''Jill of all trades" - Anchor edi- Fran Palumbo, "61", a transfer
Over a period of ten years, the tor-in-chief, elected to "Who's student from the College of New
Rochelle, in New York, during her
Hargraves' have won approximate- ' Who" last year.
ly five hundred ribbons and 'ten
Since her freshman year, Liz has · sophomore year.
Fran, an English-Social major,
rosettes. For getting the· most been active in the Choir and is
points in three consecutive years Presently a member of the Chalk- holds membership in the Dramatic
Continued on page 6
they were awarded permanent posContinued on page 6
session of the coveted trophy.
.Apprentice Editor
Feature Editor
Aside from family efforts, there
Apprenti~e Editor of the Anchor
Feature Editor of the Anchor is
have been some individual achi~ve- t4is year is Elaine Cairo, "61", Natalie Alviti, •·'60", a recent nomments. Mary's younger sister, Lu- who is in the English-Social Studies inee to Who's Who, and a repre·cy, was the juvenile champion in curriculum.
sentative to Student Council.1957. Last year Mary herself won
Among her several activities are
Natalie, who is on the Presia trophy for making different·types those of the Choir and the Inter- dent's List, is in the Elementaryof corsages. Her favorite pastime, national- Relations Club, both of English curriculum. Besides being
however, is that of making ar- which she is vice-president. She is feature editor of the Anchor, Narangements with her beautiful active'as a member of P.C.'s dra- talie is the literary editor of the
Continued on page 6
flowers.
Continued on .Page 6
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Annoupcing
A busy student on campus this
semester is Janice MacBeth. Jann,
a junior, represents R.I.C.E. at
the Eastern States Association. As
studeht ,co-ordinator she plans
conferences with the· other colleges
in the Association and takes an
active part in the discussions.
1
"The Eastern States Association,"
Jann explains "is divided into
two groups; the Little Eastern
States, which has two planning
conferences and two conferences,
and the Big Eastern States, which
has one planning conference and
one conference held in New York."
Jann, a graduate of Warwick
High School, is majoring in Elementary Education with an English concentration. As student coordinator she is a member of Student Council. She is also a member of the Dramatic League, vice-

Miss Judith Mulligan, '60,
Pawtucket has become engaged
David Moore, an alumnus
R.I.C.E., who is now teaching
Lymansville, North Providence.

Student Co-ordinator
Jann MacBeth

president of Alpha Psi Omega (the
Dram a tic Fraternity) , and cochairman of the junior skit for
Stunt Night. '
I

of
.. by Carol Mancini
to
December 27, 1959, will be the
of
at wedding day of MissWilma Polofsky, who is a student teacher at
South Providence
Elementary
*
*
*
Marcia Alexander, a junior from School, and Norman Walter, a
Cranston, recently became en- physical education, and guidance
gaged to Joseph Aguiar, a senior
from Bristol who is the co-captain teacher from Brooklyn, New York.
* * *
of our soccer team, a member of
A June 18th weeding is planned
Kappa Delta Pi, and President of
by senior Carol Walsh and Austin
Student Council.
Langton, Jr. who announced their
engagement in August.
* * *
The Beneficent Congregational
* * *
Church was the scene of the wedIn a ceremony at the Sheratonding of the former Sandra Mason BUtmore Hotel on· June 21st, the
to Paul D. Beattie on October 10. former Fredda Bloomfield became
Mr. and Mrs. Beattie honey- the bride of J. Gordon Snow. Mrs.
mooned in New York and are now Snow is now a senior at R.I.C.E.
living at 880 Willett Avenue River* * *
side.
Miss Sharon Army, '60, and An-

thony DiNapoli, who recently were
engaged, intend to be married in
August of 1960.

* * *
Corinne Ricciardi became engaged to Harry St. John Towne on
August 23rd. The couple hopes to
be wed in July of 1960. Miss Ricciardi is a sophomore and Secretary of Student Council at R.I.C.E.
Mr. ·Towne attends Harvard University where he is a junior specializing in medicine.

* * *

The engagement of Geri Freitas
to Aaron Rickles is announced.

* * *

Mr. and Mrs. John Flynn are
the proud parents of a third edition
to their female brpod. The new
child is Maureen Patricia who ar. d on October 16th and weighed
nve
10 pounds 4 ounces.
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Editor Dorothy Heslin
S·elects N e-w Staff
Dorothy Heslin, editor-in-chief designed. Senior pictures have been
of the Ricoled, has given the fol- taken. The senior section has been
lowing report on Ricoled activities .. subjected to change and art work
The staff of editors includes: is to be incorporated into layout.
Jeanne Louth, assistant editor;
At present, the ad campaign is in
Helen Kearns, business manage~;
full swing. Deadlines are to be met
Gerry Schooley, art editor; Natalie
Alviti, literary editor; Mark Fu~- in January, February and ,March,
lam and Joseph Aguiar, sports edi- and the distribution date has been
tors· Harriet Diamond and Judy set for June 3rd.
Muliigan, photography . editors;
Madeleine Duhamel, typist; and
Louise Ryan and Judy Sanzen,_layout editors. Each of ,thes: edit~rs
has a staff working with him.
Group staff meetings are held once
a month.
Miss Helen C. Wolfe, Director
The yearbook cover has been
of Christian Education for the
Episcopal Diocese of Rhode Island,
addressed the faculty and student
body at Assembly on October 20.
Miss Wolfe, who works in training
as well as in advisory capacity
throughout the state, spoke about
Last year a group of students how groups work together.
who were interested in literature
In her talk, Miss Wolfe made
met with Mr. White and made ten- clear the three areas of needs in
tative plans to form a club which
would discuss prose, poetry, plays, any group. They are: ~i;idividual
and current literature. These plans needs, which cause deep-seated
have become a reality with the anxiety; group needs, which information of the English Club.
clude being aware of the task and
This club which is the first of making it meaningful and worthits kind on ~ur campus, is still in
while; and the need to maintain
an organizational stage, but it
shows prom~se of being one of the the group as a group.
Miss Wolfe went on to explain
most active clubs on campus. Its
members have already attended ~ the need of leadership in-a group,
lecture at Pembroke College and but the right kind of leadership. It
plan to attend various plays and isn't the autocratic kind which is
lectures throughout the state.
At the last meetini officers were directed by one person, and it isn't
elected. They are: Virginia Wood, the laissez-faire kind in which the
president; Barbara Heal, vice- members of a group take over the
president; Claire Paolino, secre- task and are uninindful of the
tary-treasurer; and Judy Brown, leader. It is the shared leadership
program chairman.
which is most effective. This type
The principal aim of the English Club is to stimulate an interest of leadership declares, "We are the.
in literature by attending plays leaders."
and lectures and by discussing arMiss Wolfe also cited the three
ticles read and submitted by the stages of the development of a
students.
group. They are: the dependent!
stage by which members look to
someone for .help; the independent
The newest club on campus, the stage where the group says,
Chess Club, has been meeting ev- "Hands off, I know what's best for
ery Wednesday, fifth period, in me;" and the interdependent_ stage
Craig..[,ee Hall. Members discuss
1
is the most effective.
games they have played during the which
In this stage, r the leadership is
' week and try to improve their own
moves. New members who do not shared and problems are worked
1
know how to play are given help out mutually.
by the more experienced players.
"A group must seek the truth,"
The club recently held elections.
declared Miss Wolfe, ''The role of
Its officers are: president, Andrew
Dixon; vice-president, Edward college is to assist in searching for
the truth, and if you stop searol;iKelly; secretary, Judi Duffney;
ing, so shall y\ur students."
treasurer, Benita Blau.
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ALUMNI HEAR
G. BISSONETTE

On October 25, 1959, at 6:00
process of choosing the right books
P.M. one hundred and fifty alumni
Have you ever wandered
is complex and involves hours of
attended the annual alumni banthrough t'he school library asking
quet which was held in the college
work each day.
yourself why the books which are
cafeteria.
Both the librarians ~nd faculty
The principle speaker was Rev- included in the collection are share the task of suggesting and
erend Georges Bissonette, A.A., chosen or 'how they are chosen? choosing the new volumes. SuppleAssistant Professor of Political At first glance these may seem mentina the helpful suggestions
Science at Assumption College, like questions with simple answers. made by the faculty, the library
Worcester, Massachusetts. Fathe,r
.As these questions are reconsid- staff reviews the chief sources of
Bissonette, a native of Central
book reviewing.
Falls, was expelled from Moscow ered, however, one realizes this
Sources such as ·'The Booklist"
after two years as chaplain to the
and the Book Review Section of
American Catholics of the foreign
The New York Times and about
colonies in the Soviet capital. He
15 or 20 educational magazines
tells of his experiences behind the
are consulted, explains Miss KathIron Curtain in his best selling
erine L. Cuzner, librarian.·
book, "Moscow Wa~ My Parish."
She continues that if a review
Greetings were extended by the
This year's I.R.C. Banquet was is favorable arrd if the book would
EdMrs.
alumni,
the
president of
held on Monday, October 19, in prove a beneficial and definite conward J. McLaughlin, President
the faculty dining room. Speakers tribution to the library collection
William C. Gaige and, representforeign students who or if it could serve for recreational
ing the governor of Rhode Island, were three
reading for either faculty or stuBrown University:
attending
are
Mr. James Gray, Personnel Adthen and only then is ..the
dents;
ministrator of the State of Rhode Hetty Pascaud of the Netherlands,
volume ordered.
Island.
Stelious Aktipis of Greece, and
This book reviewing program is
The banquet committee chair- Wan of China.
the most important task of the liman was James Donaldson, '40.
Following the I dinner, each of bary staff. It is necessary to 1keep
Those who worked with him were
the studenj:s 'spoke briefly about ahead of literature, especially in
as follows: Dinner, Frank Carter,
the educational field.
'42; Reservations, Clara Arrighi, , his country. A question-and-anIt is, according to Miss Cuzner,
brief
the
followed
period
swer
'32; Tickets, Ann Toole, '52; and
the responsibility of tlie library
Claire , Beirne, '4 7; Publicity,
talks.
staff to be informed at all times
Americo DiManna, '40; PromoMiss Pascaud, an Indonesian by
of r:iew publications which would
tion, James Russo, '41 and Vincent
birth and a naturalized Dutch citi- complement the many books alBaccari, '40; Invitations, Agnes
Keenan, '45; Hospitality, Sara L. zen since the age of 12, spoke ready available to the student
Keer; Arrangements, Frank A. about the pride the Dutch feel body.
Bucci, '54.
A greater interest from adminin their queen and about the rela.
I
tions between Holland and I~do- istration, faculty, and stude.nts in
the library has been evident ·since
nesia.
the school has moved to its new
Mr. Aktipis related'his humorous
location. It is most gratifying to
experiences upon first entering this the entire library staff, states Miss
country and also talked about
Cuzner, that such interest is being
Greece's economy, Communist in- shown in order to build up the
consists
Council
Inter:Club
The
collection.
of vice presidents of all dubs and filtration, and attitude toward
During the month of September
Americans.
organizations on campus, the vice
alone over 400 volumes were orabout
questions
to
response
In
and
classes,
four
the
of
presidents
dered. In addition, a collection givall class social committee chairmen. Nationalist China's chances of reen by Dr. Adams and another by
As vice president of Student Coun- gaining the mainland, Wan stated
the French Department have been
cil, Jeanne Louth is general chair- that the Nationalist Chinese live
added to the library's shelves.
man of LC.C.
It is important to note that lists
in .the hope of returning to the
The council elects its secretary,
of the materials available to stuthis year July Sanzen,'60, and 2 Asian Continent and that possible
dents are located on the main desk
representatives to Student Coun- controversy between Russ-ia and
and the new book shelf in the licil; Ann Maginn and Mary Ellen Communist China may help a rev- brary.
Kaloostiun '60.
olution from within China to sucIt is r.c;.C.'s purpose to plan and
ceed. Commenting on the balance
organize the social functions of the
college which aren't specifically of power in the world, Wan said,
designated to the the classes or "I don't think China or Russia or
college organization. It is the U. S.' is going to rule the world
other
1
I.C.C.'s responsibility to draw UJ? in the future."
Dr. Robert W. Comery is
the forthcoming year's social calMary Beth Peters, chairman of Chairman of the Faculty Commitendar' at the end of each college
the Banquet, presided over the tee which acts in ari advisory cayear.
pai;ity for the college bookstore.
The highlight of I.C.C. activities after-dinner session.
According to Dr. Comery, the
is Winter Weekend, coming this
committee suggests books and payear on February 19-21, 1960
perbacks for the bookstore to sell.
which includes Stunt Night and the
In general the group advises the
All-College Ball.
. manager of the store to help im"Our plans," Jeanne Louth said
prove efficiency and provide betlast week, "are still indefinite, alThis year's Newman Club Ini- ter s~rvice.
though there will be special meet- tiation was held on October 27 at
The committee also includes
ings ~oming up to plan for this 7: 30 P.M. in Roberts Auditorium. Dr. Joseph Jardine, Dr. Kathevent."
Members who were ii1ducted in erine S. Perry, Mr. Theodore
the solemn irritation cererµony Lemeshka and Mr. Chester Smolnumbered 125. This ceremony, ac- ski.
_cording to G~orge DeLuca, president of the Club, is intended to
impart a spirit of serious meaning
to membership in the Newman
Aproximately 200 students at- Club.
A College-Community instrumenttended the MAA dance last FriOne of the highlights of the ce- al group has been established this
day, October 23.
remony was a message from the
direction of ProSophomore girls were in charge Reverend David T. Coffey, the year under the
A. Schwadron. The
,of th decorations, thT theme of Club's chaplain, who dealt with fessor Abraham
which centered arouncl a record the purpose of a Newman Club on group meets Wednesday evenings
hop. Bill Borek, Bill Cobain, Jim a secular campus and the import- at 7: 30 P.M. in the Little Theatre
of the College and will develop inKinder, and Mike Iacona provided ance .of spiritual values.
to a11iorchestra or band depending
an added attraction by playing a
Following the hymn, "Lead, on the•numbers and talents of the
few musical selections during inter- Kindly Light," su~g by Elaine
participants. ·
mission.
Cairo, who was accompanied by
Alumni and other members of
Publicity for the dance was pro- Ann Schattle, an explanation of
vided by Mark Fullam and Mike the Newman Seal was given by the College community- are welcome to join the group. Auditions
Iacona.
George DeLuca.
will not be required.

t'R.C. HEARS
EXCHANGEES

LEADERSHIP
NEED CITED

2NewClubs
Introduced:

E~glish Club

Chess Club

1

ICC Gets
Started

Faculty Com.
To Bookstore

Pres.DeLuea
Inducts 125

MAA HOLDS
RECORDHOP

Soph. Jhn Kinder buys soda from the "little blue man"

See_story on page 3

This .Is How You
Stock a Library • · ·

1

Colleg.e-Community
Form Music Group

THE

Last Five Games Riceans -Win But One
by Ed Rondeau

R.I.C.E 2 -

Bridg·ewater 3

In it's second encounter of the
season with the Bridgewater Soccer team on October 17, the Riceans played one of the best games
of the present season.
In the first minute of the game
Joe Aguiar scored the first R.I.C.E
goal. Both teams were playing a
strong defensive game and scoring
was made extremely difficult, but
in the middle of the second period,
Mark Fullam (R.I.C.E. left fullback) booted the ball from center
field; it bounced off the head of
an opponent and went in to score
the second goal for R.I.C.E. Later
in the second period, Bridgewater
scored its first goal. Again in the
fourth period Bridgewater scored.
The score was 2-2 as the end of the
fourth period approached when
Bridegwater scored its third goal.
R.I.C.E. disputed this goal, but
the final score remained 3-2 in favor of Bridgewater.

R.I.C.E. 0 -

Castleton 2

Rice met the Castleton soccer
team on Wednesday the 21st at
R.I.C.E. The only score came in
the secoJ1d period when the boys
in green from Vermont scored
twice. Action was fast but defense
outplayed offense for both squads
and the Riceans went down 2-0.

R.I.C.E. 1 -

Johnson 3

There was no score at the end
of the first period of the Johnson,
Vt., R.I.C.E. soccer game on Friday, October 3. In the second peri-

Sept. 20,
R.I.C.E. 1 -

Alumni 0

Although the Alumni threatened R.I.C.E. with probably some
of the better players ever to graduate from R.I.C.E-., the Riceans
managed to squeak out a 1-0 victory over their Alumni buddies.
Joe Aguiar scored the point for
R.I.C.E.

Sept. 25,
R.I.C.E. 1 -

Gorham 0

R.I.C.E. opened its conference
season by holding the men from
Gorham scoreless while Tony Mancini provided the offensive thrust
for R.I.C.E.

Oct. 1,
R.I.C.E. 4 - Keene 3
After having played a 1-1 deadlock at the half, R.I.C.E. came
back to score 2 goals in 10 seconds,

MELROSE
LIVE POUL TRY
Broilers, Fowls, Capons,
Eggs
Call for free delivery
UN. 1-4855 - ST. 1-0556

623 Charles St., Providence
George Diamond, Proprietor

WRA TO WRITE
CONSTITUTION

od both teams scored with Chuck
Moffit booting a penalty shot in
f or R.I.C.E. The next score came
in the last period for Johnson in
the 1st and 13th minutes of play.

The Women's Recreation Association will soon be operating within a new organizational framework.
Activities have been organized and
well attended, said Miss Billie Burrill of tlie Physical Education DeR.I.C.E. 1 - Salem 2
partment. Its primary endeavor
The game was a fast moving one this year, explained Miss Roseand an indirect penalty shot put marie Basile, ·'phys-ed." instructor,
Salem ahead in the last minute of will be to write a constitution.
the first period.
Two representatives from each
This was the last away game of activity will meet with the physical
the season for the R.I.C.E. team education department to accomand the boys showed great spirit plish this task by bringing ideas
throughout the game. Chuck Mof- of their group to the Council and
fit, new to the squad at inside right vice versa.
scored on a penalty kick in the
Lois Dolan and Betty Cushman
second period.
(freshmen) will represent the ApThe final score of the game prentice Dance Club on this Councame when in the 14th minute of cil. Eleanor -Walsh and a second
the final period, Salem scored. The representative to be elected will
final score was 2-1 in favor of Sa- represent the Modern Dance Club;
!em.
Catherine Wheeler and Jan Cote
R.I.C.E. 2 _ Salem
are te,nnis representatives. Two
O
o Ot b
th
people from field hockey and two
2
8
1
t
n ~ other
e aS soccer -cheerleader representatives will be
game o
e 1959 season was . elected soon.
played between R.I.C.E. and SaThis council will continue to
lem. The game was fast moving,
work on the Constitution this year
with a strong defense on both
and it is hoped by the department
teams.
that by the fourth quarter it will
R.I.C.E. won 2 to O when ·in the
be completed. In the third quarter
36th second of the fourth period
with the commencement of the-basTom Drury kicked the ball into
ketball season, two delegates will
the center and Joe Aguiar took it
be elected to represent the basketin to score.
ball group. These individuals will
On an assist by Ed Blamires,
join the Council in its work.
Tony Mancini scored the second
W.R.A. officers may be elected
point of the game and the last
at the end of this year for the
point of the season at i'6 minutes
following year's term of office, but
and 30 seconds.
this, says Miss Basile, is not defiThis ended the season with a
nite.
record of 4 wins and 7 losses for
R.I:C.E.

SOCCER. SEASON'S
FINAL SLATE 7-4

by Mike Iacona
Despite the fact that the
R.I.C.E. soccer team had only nine
experienced men returning for the
'59 squad, the team had an encouraging season.
,
The season stai;ted with the traditional Alumni Game or;i.September 20. This was the first game
ever played on our new soccer
field.
The season's summary follows:
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Sport-Lite Shines
He spent two years in the Army
and during a year at Thule Air
Force Base, Greenland, he participated in the Northeast Air Command Volley Ball Tournament. At
the end of his two year hitch he
returned to R.I. where in 1955 he
married the former Adrienne Foster of Pawtucket.
Mark, a Social-Studies major, is
co-captain of both the basketball
and soccer teams, and looks for
big things on the R.I.C.E. sports
ledger in the years to come.
He feels that with the increased
male enrollment, and excellent
coa,ching of Mr. Bogda and Mr.
Sheehan, R.I.C.E. is due for its
first Soccer Championship. He also
Soccer co-captain Mark Fullam
thinks that this year's basketball
team, under Mr. Sheehan, who has
by Carl Smith
been drilling the hoopsters since
In this issue the Sport-Lite shines early October, shows great promise.
on Mark Fullam of this year's senMark is pleased to see the inior class. Mark graduated from creased interest in sports among
Woonsocket High School in 1951' the Administration, faculty and
where he played basketball for his student body and urges increased
four years.
student participation.

.,_,,
......
,,ITY

Conference
For Phys. Ed.

SHOP

Miss Billie Burrill and Miss
Antoinette Gentile attended the
Fall Conference of the Eastern Asone by Aguiar who had scored the sociation for Physical Education
first goal and one by Mike Iacona. of College Women, held October
Chuck Moffit added the clincher a 23-25 in Hershey, Pel).risylvania.
few minutes later.
The them of the Conference was
Oct. 3,
"Crises or Opportunity."
R.I.C.E. 3 - Fitchburg 5
One of the main speakers was
The Riceans, having won three Miss Bertha Adkins, Undersecrestraight, traveled to Fitchburg tary of Health, Education, and
where they suffered their first de- Welfare in Washington. Miss Adfeat. R.I.C.E. took an early 1-0 kins spoke at the Friday, October
lead and then had to fight back 23, general session about "Governto tie the score twice more, only ment Resources and Services to have Fitchburg break the tie Their Importance in Service in
every time and finally win the Higher Education for Women."
game. Aguiar scored the three
Other activities included sports
goals.
demonstrations and instruction in
Oct. 6,
golf, archery, swimming, tennis,
R.I.C.E. 0 - Bridgewater 7
and badminton. The demonstration
R.I.C.E. couldn't get started and in golfing was given by Miss Burbefore they knew it, it was rain- rill.
ing not only rain but goals by the
On Saturday, Miss Burri!I stated,
Bridgewater Club.
those attending the Conference
Oct. 10,
divided into ten groups for the
R.I.C.E. 2 - Keene 1
purpose of discussing problems reR.I.C.E. traveled to Keene, lating to physical education.
N.H., to win in a 2-1 overtime.
The Riceans maintained a 1-0 lead
on an Aguiar goal until the last
quarter when Keene tied the score
at 1 all. When the final whistle
was blown, the score remained 1-1.
In the first three minutes of a
10 minute overtime, Aguiar scored
again, to clinch the game.

at Hillhouse
I
a completely
newdepartment.. designed
expresslyfor youngmen whoprefer uni·
versity-styled
clothes;sport,cl~ssroom,
and
dresswear,- coordinated
access~ries,
clothingwiththe lookof disti9ction
that the Hillhouselabelassures...
featuring:

• Suits...................

• Sports
Coats........... pricedfrom39.50
• Wor~ted
Flannel
Trousers
. , ........ 14.95

SEE!!

135

Fitchburg 4

R.I.C.E. dropped its third game
to Fitchburg, 4-0, in a home game.
It seemed as though they had lost
the scoring punch.
The last five games are reviewed
in the soccer column above. The
Riceans went on to four more losses but broke their losing streak by
shutting out Salem at home.
Thus ended the 1959 soccer season, leaving R.I.C.E. a slate of
four wins and seven losses.

Paperhac:ks
Display
•

Ill

THAYER

STREET

P R O V I D E N C E
OPEN

New

Oct. 14,
R.I.C.E. 0 -

pricedfrom49.95

Free

FRIDAY
Parking

EVENINGS
Rear

UNTIL
of

9

Building

~

dub members are not obliged to
accept every opinion and idea of
their advisor, they should treat him
with deference out of respect for
his experience, training and knowledge, realizing that he has gone
through the same steps that they
are now going through, and that
he has already conquered the difficulties.
Bob Viens thinks that a club is

BOOKSTORE

believes in the learning process as
well as the democratic process.
This, Bob explains, means that a
club should conduct its business·
in democratic manner, but if it
occosionally makes a mistake in its
efforts the advisor should realize
that the members are still learners.
In this case he would intervene
with advice based on insight and
experience.

a
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Aguiar Leads
First Forum

THE
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Seeking l=unds (Continued)
the greatest part of these improvements be realized in the next few
years. The money to support these
expenditures will come from bond
issues proposed between 1960-68.
Most of these_issues, however, will
be introduced in the early part of
th~ coming decade so that construction can begin in the very
near future.

The first forum of the year was
conducted on October 27. Joe
Aguiar, president of Student Council, presided.
Joe Aguiar introduced the representatives of Student Council to
the student body.
There was a committee report
Costumes (Continued)
given on the Swampscott ConferMilford went as a "Forlorn
ence that was held October 2-3.
Witch." The most original cosIt was announced that thirty or
tumes were worn by Dolores Siforty students were needed as
monson,. "A Wooden Soldier," and
ushers during the year for events
Anne-Conroy, "Little Red Ridingscheduled on the campus.
h-00<!1."The best-matched couple,
The Winter Weekend CommitDolores Caranci and Milton Reid,
tee asked the students to help in
were dressed as a man and wife finding a theme for the Weekend.
in the order named!
The only motion made at the
The music was provided by
meeting concerned the attitude
records, and costumes were optionand mandatory attendance at chapal. The lounge was decorated with
el. It was stated that the chapel
orange and black streamers, witchcommittee, consisting of two ~aces, skeletons and pumpkins. Punch
ulty members and seven students,
and cookies helped to make the
is looking into this situation. The
Halloween festivities complete.
motion was withdrawn.
An announcement was made that
News Ed. (Continued)
boosters are needed for the ,RicoLeague, Newman Club, and Interled, the college year book, and that
national Relations Club. Both her
Anchor points will be given for
office as Student Council Treasurer
students who personally subscribe.
and club participations enable her
to be alert to the latest events on
Editor (Continued)
campus and to the significant restones. She is a member of the Draponsibilities and ideas of the Stumatic League and Alpha Psi Omedent Council.
ga. She has in the past two years
As news editor, Fran is primarily
held significant roles in Providence
pre-occupied with keeping posted
College plays and has participated
on all coming events on the social
in R.I.C.E. dramatic presentations
and academic calendar
R.I.C.E.
and Stunt Night.
and gathering information through
Liz, an Elementary-French madiscussions with club leaders, daily
jor and a member on the Presiconversations with various student's List, completed her practicedents, and contacts with Miss Davteaching with the sixth grade last ey of the Public Relations Departsemester.
ment.
Being editor of Anchor, Liz's
Having decided with other edirole is a rather extensive one. "As tors the contents of the next
editor I feel my job is that of a Anchor .edition, Fran assigns specoordinator since I do not perform
cific news stories to her reporters.
any specific tasks as layout and /
Among ~er views concerning the
reporting. The only articles I write college newspaper Fran comments,
are in conjunction with editorials."
"I feel that the Anc:hor will conHowever, important issues on tinue to grow and, if possible,
campus expressed in the editorials
widen its perspective to a state,
usually reflect the "pooled" ideas national, and world-wide scope."
of the editorial-policy hoard. As
to one of her aims Liz commented,
Feature Ed. (Continued)
"I firmly believe in the power of
Ricoled,
an annual R.I.C.E. pubthe press and I intend to use this
power to help Student Council to lication. She also belongs to the
Newman Club and as a member
become a recognized, respected,
of the Dramatic League, will act
governing group."
·
Thus the duties of editor cor- in the forthcoming play, "The Crurespond to a supervisor, for it is. cible."
As feature editor, Natalie helps
through Liz and her staff that the
Anchor continues to develop as an to write editorials. With the aid of
other editors, she determines the
organized college newspaper.
feature stories to be written, asApprentice Ed. (Continued) signs them to her staff reporters,
and proofs and edits the copy for
matic club and has had several
press publication.
roles in both their and other musFeature articles deal with reicals.
Last June, she won a voice schol- views, interviews, spotlights, and
ship and, starting in Jan., Elaine special subjects of interest. Conexpects to tak:e night courses at sequently, it is very important in
one of the Conservatories of Music this job to keep up with current
in Boston. Post-graduate plans in- goings-on on campus and in the
clude a desire to further her musi- community.
atalie expressed one of the
cal studies for at least two years.
Elaine joined the newspaper in aims of the Anchor staff: "We are
her Sophomore year and became trying to expand our paper for the
interests and benefit of our readassistant editor second semester.
"This semester I am trying to ers."
learn as much as I can about the
responsibilties of the editor-in-chief
Help support the college
- more specifically, the organiznewspaper.
- Buy your boxed
ing and running of a newspaper so
that I will be able to carry out my
Christmas Cards from the
duties more effectively when I asANCHOR
sume the position of editor-in-chief
next year."

ot

Here 'n' There

by Carol Giuliano
Ed. Note:
The column "Here 'n There" is a collection of ' 1tidbits" of interesting items concerning college life
and activities. These items are selected from the various newspapers from colleges that exchang,e their publications with the ANCHOR.
It is believed that such collections will prove interesting and will allow the reader to catch a
"glimpse" of what's going on on other ·campuses.
The exchange department of the ANCHOR is increasing in scope, and ~t is hoped that it will soon
receive a newspaper from at least one college in every state in the union.

Gids take note:

H'omecoming Parade:

Tickets for the Fall ,Frolic a
P.C., the all college dance, featuring Larry Elgart's orchestra went
on sale Wednesday, October 14.
The dance will be held on _ ovember 7 in a tent which will be erected at the foot of the steps leading
to Alumni Hall Cafeteria. A wood·en floor will be installed to provide
a surface suitable for dancing. Capacity of the tent is estimated
600 so grab your date now!

35,000 people watched the an-

1

\1ual Homecoming Parade at State
eachers College, Indiana, Penn·ylvania. The festive parade with
he theme, "Adventures in Color"
as comprised of 18 floats entered
y t.J:iefratemties, sororities and
college organizations on ISTC's
campus. One of the highlights of
the Parade was the crowning of a
Junior as Queen Sawquekana and
er three authentically named In•
•
•
ian pnncesses.

Partner's in Red Tape: ,

BU to Present "Ondine":

Farmington State Teacher's Col-.
lege waits anxiously for the pea-I
pie of Maine to vote on a special!
referendum which could give them~
a new Hom,e Economics-Science
Laboratory Building. The students
have planned an extensive campaign to inform the people of the
need of this new building.

The Boston University Drama
Club has chosen Jean Giraudoux's
"Ondine" as its first major production of the year to be staged
December 10-12 at the University
theater. The original music of Virgil Thompson will be used. In addition a new score will accompany
an original dance sequence incorporated in the club's interpretation.

Convocation

Crown Carrying Marathon:

at State Teacher's College, Minot,
North Dakota will wear a crown
carried 190 miles from Jamestown
College, North Dakota by 25 marathon runners from MST. Each
man will carry the crown from one
relief station to another. They plan
to average 6 miles an hour!

Dylan Thomas Play to be
Presented:
Dylan Thomas' "Under Milk
Wood," the story of a small Welsh
coastal town, is to be presented
at Trenton State Teacher's College.
'·Under Milk Wood" is the first
play of the season to be presented
at Trenton State. This play is
unique in that it is "a play for
voices." There are 63 roles portrayed by .only 17 actors.

Ed. Note:
I/ any student is interested in
reading the ANCHOR exchange
newspapers, the papers are on file
in the "PUB". Also if any student
wants the ANCHOR to exchangt
papers with a special college, please
get in touch with Carol Giuliano,
exchange editor.

This year's Homecoming Queen
mented, is unable to use properly
his communicative abilities. He is · son of the author of the theory of
president of Brown University and
unable to write effectively or to natural selection.
"I'm inclined to say that we've chairman of the Convocation sumspeak fluently one or more foreign
got to face a return to the brutality
mation, "was that fifteen I years
languages.
, of natural selection," said Darwin.
ago it would have been impossible
The graduating student lacks
"Far and away the most serious to get audiences of this size to
problem is the constancy of the give attention to problems of this
understanding and interest in any
field other than his own. He lacks rate of the increase in the numbers scope."
The Convocation, according to
a clear understanding of the con- of people into a world of constant
size ... I'm personally disinclined Bi!maby C. Keeney, president of
cepts of freedom. There is also
to belive that we have any solution Brown University was a move forampng our graduating students a for it," he said.
ward toward a better understandlack of leaders who will accept and 1 The Convocation ended without ing of the problems which beset
stand by the great value found in conclusion. "One extraordinary
man today. It brought about for a
impressive thing which was realized short time a community of scholthe humanities.
On Thursday and Friday, sym- by the Convotation," said Dr. ars, thereby setting up conditions
Henry }1erritt Wriston, former which are conducive to truth.
p0siums were held during both the
morning and afternoon. In these
symposiums some of the world's
THE ANCHOR
' outstanding scholars and leaders
discussed such topics as "The
Published by st11d"('ts of R. 1. College of Ed11catio11 ~
Physical Universe," '·The Social
Editor-in-Chief .
....................
Elizabeth August
Environment," and "The IndividuApprentice
Editor ...................
.
...........Elaine Cairo
al Man."
""IIJll
News Editor ........................
.
.....,
......Fran Palumbo
"How can man preserve himself
Feature Editor ..
Natalie Alviti
in the face of technological advan'ilfc{ke-up Editor
ces whicli make conflict suicidal
......Elizabeth Davis
Exchange Edito1'
without giving up individual liber.....................
,
Carol Giuliano
ty, in a world that presses more
Circulation Editor
.....................................................
Ed Rondeau
and more for conformity?" seemed
Business Editor ..................................................................
.
........Sondra Smith
to be a major question which conAdvertising Manager
...........
Harriet Diamond
cerned the speakers greatly.
Cartoonist
....................................
George MacDonald
One of the most colorful speakStaff:
...............
Pat Ross, Jean Maynard,
ers at the Convocation Was Sir
Diane Paine, Janice Carbone, Judy Barry, Gloria Aceto, Marie
Charles Darwin, former Director
Mainelli, Mike lacona, Danny Lees, Carol MCfrtino, Carol Lough·of the National Physical Laboraery, iloan Clough, Gerry Schooley.
tory, United Kingdom, and grandApprentices:
.............../. Joan Kennedy, Beverly Caliguiri,
Janet McElroy, Myrtle Christopoulos, Dolores Cairone, Margaret
SENIORS ELECT
Fleury, Mary Jane McGuiness, Roberta Rankin, Dick Spillane,
The seniors at their October
Dick
Walker, Mary McCahey, Linda Pozzo, Judy Norcross, Gale
7 and 21 class meetings elected
Rowles, Ann Syhattle, Joan McManus, Meg Murphy, Roberta
the following members of the
McClanaghan, Dolores Rossi, Marjorie Medhurst, Frances Smith,
class to serve as chairman of
these committees: Senior BreakJudy oran, Mary Bradley, Mary McCulough, Betty DiPippo,
fast! Janice Parkinson; Cap and
Ellen Donnelly, Bob Sousa, Terry Pailthrope, Carol Anderson,
Gown, Patricia Coughlin; SenPqt Connely, Mariann Cipolla, Diana DiMuccio, Alice Greenior Vespers Ann Venagro;
lu~d, Rose Marie Leite, Carol Lamoureux, Christine Mooney,
Class Day, Kay Devany; and
Linda Rybka, Pat Spinella, Paul Giorgianni, Jan Baret, Jann
Anchor Point Chairman, Mark
Fullam.
Johnson, Ellen French, Mary Records, Margaret DiBiasio, MarAnita Pascale was elected
garet Delaney, Jim Kinder, Joanne Moran, Bill Cobain Bill
Stunt
ight Chairman for the
Boreck, Adrian Graves.
'
second successive year.
(Continued)

